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	This is the 2010 edition of Murach's best-selling C# book on developing Windows Forms applications. Here's what developers have said about earlier editions:


	"I have to tell you that your C# book is far and away the best resource I have seen to date. It really does do what the learner needs. It is simple, straightforward, presents logical examples, and the two-page format is the best."

	

	"With this book, I have quickly moved from being intimidated by C# to making it my language of choice, The fact that this process took me only 3 days should speak volumes about how effective this book is."

	

	"I am actually flying through the C# book! And a lot of the topics I had problems with in the past are now making perfect sense."


	What makes this book so effective? Here are several things it does that other C# books don't do:

	

	#1: The OOP section deals with business objects, not cats and dogs

	Object-oriented programming is the basis for C# 2010. But while other books try to explain it using whimsical examples (like mammals or cars), this book explains it in terms of true business objects, like customers, invoices, and products. So right from the start, you ll see how OOP is applied in the real world.

	

	#2: There s a 4-chapter section on database programming

	Business applications require database processing. So instead of glossing over this crucial function in a chapter or two, this book gives you 4 full chapters that show you how to use RAD tools like data sources as well as ADO.NET code to do fairly sophisticated database processing. There's certainly more to learn. But you'll have a solid set of skills that will let you easily prototype typical database applications in business.

	

	#3: Complete applications show how all the pieces interact

	The key to mastering C# development is to have plenty of real-world examples that show you how the features you're learning interact...and that help you avoid the problems that you can run into as you build complex applications. That's why this book gives you complete applications for everyday business functions (these can be downloaded for free from the Murach web site).

	

	#4: The paired-pages format lets you set your own pace

	Murach books have a distinctive format, where each two-page spread presents a single topic. You can read every page...skim or skip material you already know...quickly pinpoint the reference details you need...use the book however it works best for you. To see how this works, you can look at some pages using Amazon's Look Inside feature above or download sample chapters for free from the Murach web site.
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Big Data Imperatives: Enterprise Big Data Warehouse, BI Implementations and Analytics (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Big Data Imperatives, focuses on resolving the key questions on everyone’s mind: Which data matters? Do you have enough data volume to justify the usage? How you want to process this amount of data? How long do you really need to keep it active for your analysis, marketing, and BI applications?


	Big data is emerging...
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Mobile and Wireless CommunicationsOpen University Press, 2006
One of the very first books published on the social impact of the mobile phone was Timo Kopomaa’s The City in Your Pocket: Birth of the Mobile Information Society. The book, published in 2000, was based on research that Kopomaa had undertaken for Nokia and Sonera as part of his doctoral studies in the Centre for Urban and Regional Studies at...
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Synchronization of Digital Telecommunications NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	Network synchronization deals with the distribution of time and frequency across a network of clocks often spread over a wide geographical area. The goal is to align (i.e. synchronize) the time and frequency scales of all clocks, by using the communication capacity of their interconnecting links.


	Network synchronization plays a...
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Planning Under Pressure, Third EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
How should you start reading Planning under Pressure? Your choice will depend on the nature
of your interests; the time at your disposal; and the extent of any prior familiarity you may have
with the strategic choice approach.

The purpose of this quick access guide is to help you in making your decisions about selective...
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Next Generation Sequencing and Data Analysis (Learning Materials in Biosciences)Springer, 2021

	
		This textbook provides step-by-step protocols and detailed explanations for RNA Sequencing, ChIP-Sequencing and Epigenetic Sequencing applications.

	
		The reader learns how to perform Next Generation Sequencing data analysis, how to interpret and visualize the data, and acquires knowledge on the statistical background of...
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The Bible for BlockheadsRevised Edition: A User-Friendly Look at the Good BookZondervan, 2007
If you have a hard time making sense of the Bible, The Bible for Blockheads is for you. It will transform what might seem like gobbledygook into incredible significance—enough to change your life. It can do that because the Bible is more amazing than you've ever dreamed, packed with riches, and making sense of it is no mystery. You'll even...
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